The perception of stress and intonation in children with a cochlear implant and a hearing aid.
This study investigated whether low frequency information from a hearing aid improved the perception of stress and intonation by English-speaking children with cochlear implants. As pitch information is limited for cochlear implant users, this study also investigated if users rely more on the cues of duration and amplitude to perceive stress and intonation. Nine children with bimodal stimulation (cochlear implant and hearing aid) participated in two experiments. The first measured the just audible change in F0 (pitch) and amplitude for a speech-like word 'baba'. The second experiment examined the children's ability to identify focus in natural and manipulated sentences. Overall, group results did not show a bimodal advantage in perceiving stress and intonation. However, the children were significantly better at perceiving focus in sentences with natural speech compared with manipulated speech in both the CI and bimodal conditions. The results suggest that in the absence of pitch cues, amplitude and duration cues are used to perceive stress and intonation. However, the majority of children only perceived amplitude changes greater than the changes typically found in speech, implying duration cues were the most valuable. Taken together the findings suggest that for children with cochlear implants, cues to F0 may not be essential for prosody perception and in the absence of cues to F0 and amplitude, duration may offer an alternative cue. Although a bimodal advantage was not demonstrated for all participants, it is recommended that if clinically appropriate, a contralateral hearing aid is fitted and trialled to exploit any residual hearing.